
We are happy to generate artwork for your order but most of our customers prefer to do their own design and
send it to us…

Uploading your artwork for your lanyards

1) Select the size of Lanyard you require
- 10mm, 15mm or 20mm wide

2) Create your artwork, we can use the following file formats
- CMYK  Full Colour Illustrator Eps is preferable, but 300dpi CMYK PDF, Tiff or  JPG can be used.

3) Size the artwork required for:-
- 10mm Lanyards:- The actual image area for the text and logo not to exceed 6mm in height, leaving 2mm space
between it and the edge of the lanyard. If a coloured background is required on the lanyard, then size the
background at 14mm height so that the background bleeds off the height of the lanyard by 2mm top and bottom.

- 15mm Lanyards:- The actual image area for the text and logo not to exceed 11mm in height, leaving 2mm space
between it and the edge of the lanyard. If a coloured background is required on the lanyard, then size the
background at 19mm height so that the background bleeds off the height of the lanyard by 2mm top and bottom.

- 20mm Lanyards:- The actual image area for the text and logo not to exceed 16mm in height, leaving 2mm space
between it and the edge of the lanyard. If a coloured background is required on the lanyard, then size the
background at 24mm height so that the background bleeds off the height of the lanyard by 2mm top and bottom.
See above diagrams. The black line denotes the actual lanyard height.

Submit your design as one image repeat, we will duplicate the image as often as we can along the full length.

4) How should it look?
You need to include the background colour of the lanyard, as well as the text/image you would like to have printed. 

5) Save your design
Once you are happy with your design save it in one of the formats above in a place where you can easily access
it, eg your desktop or your documents folder.

6) Send your design to us
At the last stage of the checkout prior paying you can upload your artwork to us, alternatively, email your artwork
to artwork@theedgesystems.co.uk 

If we have any doubts or questions about your artwork we will contact you to clarify them. Also if you feel that you
are not able to create it yourself then don't worry, we will do it for you, it will just add a few days to the delivery
timescale, just tell us what you would like printed in the Optional Information box at the checkout.  If you need to
send us a logo then please upload it to us at the last stage of the checkout or email it to
artwork@theedgesystems.co.uk

Di-sublimation Lanyard Artwork Requirements

Printable area 6mm deep with 2mm bleed top and bottom 
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Dashed Lines shown in the images above denote the maximum depths of Image and Text areas for each sized lanyard.


